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Henley Regatta in England

complied will be Jack Guest outgoing crew fund raising drive; Frank dore Moock, chairman of the Burk, heavyweight crew coach. Lord P. Harnwell, president of Lord P. Harnwell, Ford, Burk Will Be Among Speakers

The lightweight crew will be at the helm of the crew, which is second in importance to the Olympic crew. The last time a Pennsylvania lightweight crew was in the Grand Challenge Cup race was 1916, when it came in second.

All band members are requested to attend the regular meeting of the band, to be held in the Seibert room of University Hall today at 1 p.m., to plan fund raising rally for crew. Band members who will address the rally will be assigned.

The lightweight crew will travel to Hamburg, Germany, and will tour the Van Houwelingen in the Brownlee building in the Pennsylvania. The band trip will be paid for by the crew fund raising drive, and the band will be representing the crew.

The band fund has been solicited from University students and organizations.

Spirt Committee To Hold Smoker in Training House

The Spirit Committee will hold a light smoker in the William White Training House.

Jeremiah Ford, president of the importan t committee, said that this is the first time it has staged an event in the athletic house.

All those who will be present are requested to enter the second annual smoker by 8:30 p.m. and attend the meeting. Those who are members of the committee or are present at the meeting on the Committee are not eligible to be members.

The Spirit Committee in its February banquet, was given the award of "Best in the Country." The award was presented to the committee in recognition of its outstanding work in student activities. The award was presented to the committee by the Pennsylvania State College for Agricultural Education.

The homes committee has been invited to participate in the smoker, to be held on the football season. Electives in the smoker will be held in December.

Reservations Available For Football Booklets

Eighty-four season ticket booklet may be made at the Franklin Field ticket office, 3rd and Spruce Streets, Business Manager. John Bonneter, is dean of admissions. Students are requested to obtain tickets from the office between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. each season booklet which is issued. Orders for fraternity blocks may be submitted.

All reservations must be accompanied by a cash payment.

Disciplining of Four Follows Friday Morning Disturbance

Discipline Committee Suspends Two Students; Places Two Others on Conduct Probation

Disciplinary action has been taken against four University students as a result of the "general disturbance" that occurred early Friday morning, according to George B. Peters, dean of men and chairman of the University committee responsible.

Two students were placed on conduct probation for the remainder of the academic year; one student was suspended from the University for the first semester of next year; another student was indefinitely suspended.

Two other students were arrested by Philadelphia police for disorderly conduct; they were fined as a result of many disciplinary actions against them by the police in the student body.

Among the windows that were broken was that of the law office of Dean Peters—the second time in recent weeks that an occurrence of this nature has happened.

The University Disciplinary Committee suspended four fraternity members this week, and placed four other fraternity members on conduct probation for violating University regulations.

Three of the fraternity members were suspended for two years; the fourth was suspended for two years.

The fraternity members put up a petition to the Pennsylvania Higher Education Board to remove them, but the petition was denied.

Coyne Announced Lacrosse Manager; Epstein To Assist

James Coyne, a junior in the Wharton School, has been named assistant manager of the lacrosse team, according to Myron Peters, head of the lacrosse team.

Coyne is secretary-treasurer of the Board of Directors of the Wharton School and is also a member of the Wharton School Foundation.

The faculty is still debating the question of the lacrosse and the basketball teams, and a decision is expected to be made on the question in the near future.
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**THE SPORTS PARADE**

By John Dugan

Although the current campus connection between athletes and student financiers is comparatively weak on this predominantly nonrugby crowd, the University should realize it is under no legal obligation to support a team. The students are entitled to freedom of opinion and, if a majority of them are against rugby, the team should be disbanded.

Then, too, the University should realize it is under no legal obligation to support a team. The students are entitled to freedom of opinion and, if a majority of them are against rugby, the team should be disbanded.

- Gary Scott, the halfback picture also looks pretty good. Joe Callahan, who moves to right half from his quarterback post of a year ago, and Neil Hyland figures as starters with Frank Riley and Charlie Montgomery.

With Stan Chaplin and Leon Hardy one-two at fullback, that side can definitely be rated as the team's strongest position. Both proved their running ability last year and Chaplin showed the defensive ability to make him one of the best all around players on the team. Stan's 4.1 yards a carry was tops on the squad and he also led the team scoring.

The outlook on the line is not quite as favorable. The key men in the running game, Sebo, is expected to be around for the fall campaign.

**PREPARE FOR EXAMS**

with the

BARNES AND NOBLE

COLLEGE OUTLINE SERIES

Authoritative summaries of facts and basic principles of the physical and biological sciences, mathematics, economics, business, philosophy, literature and the arts.

from 50 cents

at

HOU STON HALL STORE

The inevitable choice for the special occasion—because a fragrance is as memorable as the gown you wear. Perfume from $3, de-touse toilet and dousing powder, each $1.75 (all plus tax). Created in England, made in U.S.A. Yardley of London, Inc., 620 Fifth Avenue, N.Y.C.
Baseball Squad Drops Decision To Explorers

Pennsylvania's varsity baseball squad continues to find it almost impossible to win close ball games, and as a result the Quakers may find it difficult to finish the season above the .500 mark.

The Red and Blue dropped its fifth one-run decision of the year at Murphy Field Saturday, an 8-7 decision to LaSalle, to bring its mark to 8-9. Penn has two games remaining, the first with Lehigh Wednesday and the second with Villanova at home on Wednesday. Penn State at University Park on Saturday.

LaSalle Scores First

The LaSalle contest followed almost to the letter the script of the Lehigh contest the day before. The visitors jumped to an early lead, with the Explorers rallying to go ahead, only to have the Explorers come back with two runs in the ninth to win.

Both of LaSalle's winning tally came as the result of Penn errors. Trailing 7-4, the Explorers bracelet first on Bill Merck's single, George McDowell singled and after two men popped out to shortstop Mike Fidlon, Glenn Linn hit, driving in McGee. Bob Donnell, scored the tie-breaking run on the same play when the ball got away from centerfielder Jim Conlin.

Quakers Tally Six

Penn bunched six of its scores into two frames. The Quakers tallied three in the fourth on a single triple and Tony Piankousko's two-run home run.

Maione, who hurled only 1 2/1 innings, was the winning pitcher.

Netmen Finish Season With Win Over Lehigh

The Pennsylvania tennis team gave Coach Wallace Johnson his 24th winning season in 28 years at the helm of the Quaker netmen when it closed out the 1955 campaign by hammering Lehigh, 8-1, Saturday at Bethlehem.

Penn triumphed in all singles matches and two out of three doubles events to bring its season mark to 10-5-1. Captain Charles Rieger opened with a 6-3, 6-2 destruction of Jack Windy, and Morris Krome demolished Mike Wind, 6-3, 6-1. Bill Collins, the Engen's number three man, bowed to Ben Brown by 6-3, 6-3. Ted Mooch conquered Charles Roth, 7-5, 6-4, and Paul Merly handed John May.

Rieger and Brown bested Wright and Collins in three sets, 6-2, 2-6, 6-3. Mouk and Ralph Friesman then lost the only match of the day to the Knights 6-4, 5-3, 6-4.

The freshman team recorded its first shutout of the season and its fourth win without a loss. It will meet the AEP/PLP team Wednesday to face Kappa Sigma in a return double elimination tournament which will determine the final I-M title later this week.
College Students Fill Small Part
Of Draft Quota
by Raymond J. McGlone
Since volunteers are now filling
most of the needs of the armed
forces, it is a 15 to 1 chance
that a 18 or 20 year old college
student will be inducted into the
armed forces against his will.
According to a recent issue of
the U.S. News and World Report,
local draft boards have 1,796,000
draftable youths available
for the next year's draft. Of
these, the draft boards will
call only 15,000. This means
that most of the one and one
half million youths on the draft
role are not likely to be called
at all. This means that the
average of one call for
every 57,600 eligible men.
The draft boards around
the country have been drafting
men and more men in their late
20s and 30s due to the "oldest
man first" rule. This rule forces
the local draft boards to take
the oldest men first when filling
any advisory quotas.
Students graduating from
college are now most likely to
be called into the draft since they
are more likely to be in the
military age group. The
inspection for draft eligibility
will continue to volunteer for
military service. The
students, many graduates of the
Class of 1952 will not be called.
Graduates who are not called
by draft boards will face the
threat of being drafted until
they reach the age of 30. That
threat could possibly intercede
with any impending marriage,
planned and home buying.

Freshman Nine Blanks Tigers
Spurred by the brilliant one-
hit pitching of Al Brodbeck, Penn,
Pennsylvania's freshman baseball
nine drilled the Princeton
nine 22-0, Saturday, at Murphy Field.

Princeton's lone hit in the first inning when the
ninth labeled the leading run. After Brodbeck
retired the rest of the side in that inning and
continued to do so for the next six innings.
Only two other Princeton
men reached base for the remainder of the game, one in a walk
in the seventh inning and the other in
the eighth. The Quakers were held to five hits
and were hitting for their third run in the sixth.
It was the fourth victory of the season for Penn, which has
lost six.

Golliday Wins Relay
As Haines Is Disqualified
The anticipated duel between
Pennsylvania's John Haines and
Cornell's Don Golliday in the
Colliery Relays 100-yard
sprint was never materialized,
as Haines was dis
qualified due to Haines
stumbling.
Jim Golliday, who has had
the world record since 1950,
9.86 ahead of defending champ
Dean Smith of Texas, Art Pat
cok, the ICAA champ from Penn
pitching to Pete Hesterman, 9.86.
All told there were seven false
starts with Haines and Golliday
the only non-qualified. Both
Haines and Golliday were dis
qualified and world's hurdles
world record holder Jack Davis
was later ruled out of his specialty.
Haines is expecting to return to California later in June
and Poland with the NCAA
championships.

For Hot Weather Aboard
PALM BEACH
DACKONN SUES
Cool Crease-Resistant
Priced $49.50
VARSHY SHOP
(Opens Men's Down)

150 Crew Tops Cornell;
Reinerts Matthews Cup
Coach Bill Myers' Rocky-hiund lightweights added the
Matthews Cup to their chest of silverware as they defeated
Cornell, last Saturday, on the

The Bows were rarely better as they kept a steady best through-
out the race and finished over a
month ahead of the Princetoners.
In the first quarter, the two crews matched stroke for stroke, but thereafter
the smooth Quaker Eight rode into
the lead and steadily pulled away from the Big Red.

To make the victory even more
outstanding, Cornell maintained a higher stroke than the
Pennsylvaniaians during the race, but
were still unable to conquer the consistent Quakers. The light
weights traveraged the regulation one and five-sixteenth mile
course in 2:18, over four seconds
faster than the Big Red. This was
nine seconds better than the time
of the Penn heavyweight crew,
which defeated Rodgers on the
same course an hour later.

Penn thus wins the Matthews
Cup for the first time since 1952
and ends its season with the best
draft of the year. The Hearne
winners of 1951 and 1952. This year
the J

Princeton Yearlings
Top Penn Trackmen
PRINCETON, N.J, MAY 21—Princeton's unbeaten track team
topped its Ivy fifth straight tri-
umph with a 105-33 conquest of
the Pennsylvania Frosh on Fri
day. The frosh ended the year
with a 1-4 log.
The Quakers took only two
firsts as two staves were bailed
Leifman Lee won the javelin, and
the mile relay team of
Schurger, Jack McMahon, Pat
McPadden, and Bob Durlak won
to end the year unbeaten.
Durlak anchored the baton
platers with a sparkling 51.2
second leg, but earlier had his victory
skilted of 11 straight broken by
the Big Red. The Quakers won to 18. Krause ended Dur
the line 100 with 1.161 and in the
230 with 31.8.

Bruce Derr's unbeaten string also came to an end as he
finished second in both the 400
and 800.

MEN'S LUNCH
ROAST RIBS
BEER AU JUS
BEEF AU JUS
SHAD
MENUS
POULTRY
BAKED BEEF
SMOKED HAM
BOURGER

This week's specials are:
BEEF A LA SQUASH
SMOKED BEEF
BEEF A LA COTTONWOOD
ROAST BEEF
RIBS

The Daily Pennsylvania